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Question 1 How will you know if the minimum of 10 have been received if it goes straight to your supervisor? 

Response 1 
You can see that the responses have happened(How will you know if the minimum of 10 have been received 
if it goes straight to your supervisor?) 

Response 1 

PSG responses go straight to your supervisor. TAB response numbers are managed by the foundation 
doctor (although you can't see the contents until your supervisor has released them in the anonymised 
report).(How will you know if the minimum of 10 have been received if it goes straight to your supervisor?) 

Question 2 
Do we need to do a PSG and a TAB in both foundation years? Or can we do both in F1 and don’t need to do 
them in F2? 

Response 2 
Yes , you need to do 1 TAB and 1 PSG in both F1 and F2(Do we need to do a PSG and a TAB in both 
foundation years? Or can we do both in F1 and don’t need to do them in F2?) 

Question 3 
Do we need to do a PSG and TAB in both foundation years? Or can we do both in F1 and not need to do 
either in F2? 

Question 4 
For the PSG what do you define as senior, please can you clarify the grades for medical, nursing, and 
pharmacy staff. Thank you 

Response 4 
Your supervisor will decide as they send the tickets. It will be a more senior clincian, consultant, SAS doctor 
but NOT and F2 or core trainee 

Question 5 

Theres only one consultant on my ward who is also my CS because the locum consultant has left. Can i still 
do the PSG in this rotation or would you recommend doing the TAB in this rotation and the PSG in the next 
rotation? 

Response 5 I would discuss with the supervisor as they may wish to include senior nursing and pharmacy staff 

Response 5 PSG is multiprofessional and does not have any specific requirements in terms of responders 

Question 6 
If you are based in a spacific medical ward e.g. gastro but you have frequent on calls in general medicine, 
can you involve your gen med colleagues in TAB / PSG? 

Response 6 
I would suggest the TAB could be with anyone you work closely with. The CS will decide who to send the 
PSG forms to 

Question 7 employee assistant program is not in all 4 nations. other nations have their own support mechanisms 

Question 8 

The portfolio mentions categorizing pharmacists and foundation doctors in the 'Allied Health 
Professional/Other team member' category. However, when I click on the drop-down menu it gives a 
separate category for pharmacists and foundation doctors. Please could you kindly advise me on the correct 
category for pharmacists and foundation doctors, many thanks. 

Response 8 FDs are in this part of the list because they are not 'more senior doctors' 
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Question 9 Can you add more people later after you’ve submitted the initial 10 people for the TAB? 

Question 10 
Can I collect responses for a TAB from people I have worked with across two placements? Or does it have 
to be all people from one placement? 

Question 11 how many responses are required for PSG? 

Question 12 what if we dont get a full 10 replies in a single placement? 

Response 12 you need to repeat it in the next placement 

Question 13 Ukfpo website says needs 2 consultants for the PSG? 

Response 13 
Ideally 2 consultants but the CS will make this decision. There may only be 1 consultant so the CS may ask 
a senior nurse(Ukfpo website says needs 2 consultants for the PSG?) 

Question 14  Can you do tab and psg in the same rotation? If not which one would you recommend to do first? 

Question 15  Can the one cons for your psg be your CS? 

Question 16  How many psg do you need as an fy1 

Response 16  A minimum of 1 PSG round is required per grade of training. 

Question 17  can HCA do tab forms 

Question 18 

Apologies, I would like to clarify my question, the options in the drop-down list are 
1. Consultant/Trained GP. 
2. Doctor (more senior than F2) 
3. Senior Nurse (band 5 or above) 
4. Allied health professional/Other team member 
5. Pharmacist  
6. Foundation doctor  
However, the portfolio instructions say to put F2s and pharmacists under the allied health professional 
category. 

Question 19  If a foundation doctor is doing an extension do they have to do another TAB if they previously did one  

Response 19  At least one satisfactory TAB is required for an ARCP outcome 1 or 6 

Response 19  For extensions this will be decided on an individual requirements bases 

Response 19  I suggest your program director will advise you on this 

Response 19  *basis 

 


